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Appendix, Paper #1973

Capturing an Area-Covering Robot with no

A-Priori Map

In the paper ”Capturing an Area-Covering Robot with no A-Priori Map”,

submitted to the IJCAI 2016 conference, several theorems appear without proofs

or with only proof sketches. This document contains the full proofs of these

theorems, and also the pseudocode of the algorithms mentioned in the paper.

Theorem 1. The OCDP problem is N P-Hard.

Proof. To prove the N P-hardness of the problem, we will use a reduction from

the Hamiltonian path problem, which is known to be N P-complete [?].

Given an instance of the Hamiltonian path problem on a graph G = (V, E),

we construct an instance of the the online coverage defender problem on the

same graph G with k = 1 and sensing range of the robot r equal to the size of

the environment. We will prove that there exists a Hamiltonian path in G, if

and only if the optimal strategy for the defender is to place its single guard at

a random vertex of G.

First direction - if there exists a Hamiltonian path in G, then there is a

coverage path of G that visits each vertex exactly once, which is also the optimal

coverage path. In this case, the best the defender can do is just place its single

threat randomly in one of the vertices.

Second direction - if G is non-Hamiltonian, then the optimal coverage path

of G must visit one of its vertices more than once. In this case, the optimal

strategy for the defender is to place its single guard at one of the vertices that

must be visited the greatest number of times. The set of vertices that must be

visited the greatest number of times S is a proper subset of V . This can be

easily verified by noticing that there are always some vertices in the graph that

are visited only once by the optimal coverage path. For example, the last vertex

of the coverage path is visited only once, otherwise, we could have removed its

last occurrence from the coverage path and obtain a shorter coverage path than

the optimal one. Additionally, all the leaf vertices in G (those with degree 1)

are visited only once by the optimal coverage path. Thus, the optimal strategy

for the defender in this case is to place its single guard at one of the vertices in

S, which is different from choosing a random vertex of V .

Therefore, we can find if there exists a Hamiltonian path in a given graph

G, by checking if the optimal strategy for a defender is to place a single guard

randomly in one of the vertices of G. Thus, the online coverage defender problem

is N P-hard.
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Lemma 1. Given the guards assignment by algorithm Place Guards, an optimal

coverage path of a robot with sensing range r must end in the subtree Tmin .

Proof. When the robot first visits the vertex v that is the parent of subtree

Tmin , it needs to choose between going into subtree Tmin or one of the subtrees

in T that share the same parent. Since the robot can observe only r nodes from

its current location, its decision of which subtree to choose can be only based on

the number of guards that it can detect from v. The procedure Block SubTree

places guards in Tmin such that the number of guards in Tmin that the robot

can sense from v is greater by at least one guard than the number of guards

that can be sensed from v in all the other subtrees. Thus, it makes the robot

choose Tmin as the last subtree to be covered. In addition, it places a guard

at the roots of all the subtrees that are children of v (which are all articulation

points). Thus, after the robot enters into a given subtree t ∈ T it has no

incentive of leaving it and moving to another subtree, since this will make it

revisit the vertex containing this guard and some of the other nodes that have

already been visited in this subtree at least twice more (once on its way back

to v and the second time when it needs to go back to this subtree in order to

finish its coverage). This will make the coverage path suboptimal, since the

same coverage path without going out from this subtree and getting back would

still cover all the nodes in the graph but will visit a node protected by a guard

at least one time less.

Theorem 2. Given the guards assignment by algorithm Place Guards, an optimal coverage path of a robot with sensing range r must visit every k-connected

articulation point in a subtree t ∈ T at least k times, and every k-connected

articulation point in the subtree Tmin at least k − 1 times.

Proof. By theorem 6 in [?], any coverage path must visit every k-connected

articulation point at least k times, except for maybe articulation points on the

terminating subpath of the coverage path, which must be visited at least k − 1

times. By lemma 1, an optimal coverage path of a robot with sensing range

r must end in the subtree Tmin , thus its terminating subpath must belong to

Tmin . Therefore, the robot must visit every k-connected articulation point in

the subtrees t ∈ T at least k times and the articulation points in the subtree

Tmin at least k − 1 times.

Lemma 2. Denote the degree of a vertex v by deg(v). An optimal coverage

path of a graph G = (V, E) that returns to its starting vertex visits every vertex

v ∈ V at most deg(v) times, except for the starting vertex s that is visited at

most deg(s) + 1 times.

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Let Popt be an optimal coverage path of G

that returns to its starting vertex. Assume that there is a vertex v 6= s in the

graph that is visited by Popt more than deg(v) times. We will show that it is

possible to build a coverage path P 0 that is shorter than Popt .

The vertex v is visited at least m = deg(v) + 1 times along Popt . Thus, Popt

has the following structure: Popt = s p1 v p2 v ... v pm v pm+1 s.
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Let us denote the last edge on the subpath p1 by e = (u, v). Since v is

connected to only m − 1 different edges in G, at least one of the subpaths

p2 , ..., pm must start with the edge e = (u, v). Let us denote the first of such

subpaths by pi (2 ≤ i ≤ m). Now, p1 can terminate at vertex u instead of v,

followed by subpath pi that can start at vertex u instead of v, i.e., we can build

the following coverage path: P 0 = s p1 u pi v p2 v ... v pi−1 v pi+1

v ... v pm+1 s. The path P 0 visits all vertices in the graph, but |P 0 | &lt; |Popt |,

since it visits v two times less than Popt . This contradicts the optimality of Popt .

Now, assume that s is visited by Popt more than deg(s) + 1 times, i.e., it is

visited at least m = deg(s) + 2 times. Thus, Popt has the following structure:

Popt = s p1 s p2 s ... s pm−1 s. Let us denote the last edge on the subpath

p1 by e = (u, s). Since s is connected to only m − 2 different edges in G, at

least one of the subpaths p2 , ..., pm−1 must start with the edge e = (u, s). Let

us denote the first of such subpaths by pi (2 ≤ i ≤ m − 1). Thus, we can build

the following coverage path: P 0 = s p1 u pi s p2 s ... v pi−1 v pi+1

s ... s pm−1 s. The path P 0 visits all vertices in the graph, but |P 0 | &lt; |Popt |,

since it visits s two times less than Popt . This contradicts the optimality of

Popt .

Theorem 3. Let the maximum degree in the graph G be d. If the number of articulation points in G whose connectivity is d is equal to or greater than the number of guards k, then the defender’s strategy described in algorithm Place Guards

is optimal and is in equilibrium with the optimal strategy of the covering robot.

Proof. By lemma 2, an optimal coverage path visits every vertex v ∈ V at

most d times, except for vertices that belong to the terminating subpath that

are visited at most d − 1 times. By theorem 2, given the guard assignment

by algorithm Place Guards, an optimal coverage path of a robot with sensing

range r must visit every d-connected articulation point at least d times, except

for d-connected articulation points on the terminating subpath of the coverage

(which belong to Tmin ) that must be visited at least d−1 times. Thus, when the

maximum degree of each articulation point is d, the optimal coverage path visits

every d-connected articulation point precisely d times, except for d-connected

articulation points on the terminating subpath that are visited precisely d − 1

times. Hence, d-connected articulation points are the most frequently visited

vertices along the optimal coverage path. As a consequence, placing all the given

k guards at these articulation points, while giving precedence to articulation

points that are not on the terminating subpath (i.e., articulation points that

belong to one of the subtrees in T ), is guaranteed to maximize the probability

of stopping a robot that follows this path.

We now provide the full pseudocode of the procedures mentioned in section

4 of the paper.
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procedure Find Articulation Points(v)

input: v - the current vertex

globals:

s - starting vertex, S - stack of visited edges,

ArticulationP ointList - the list of articulation points

global initialization: dfsCounter = 0, s.dfsLevel = 0

dfsCounter ← dfsCounter + 1

v.dfsNum ← dfsCounter

v.low ← v.dfsNum

for each neighbor w of v do

if w was not visited yet then

w.dfsLevel ← v.dfsLevel + 1

Push(S, (v, w))

. recursively perform DFS at

Find Articulation Points(w)

children nodes

v.low ← min(v.low, w.low)

if v.dfsNum = 1 then

. special case for root

if v.numChildren ≥ 2 then

if v ∈

/ ArticulationP ointList then

Add v to ArticulationP ointList

v.connectivity ← v.numChildren

B ← Create Biconnected Component(S, v, w)

Add B to v.blocks

else if w.low ≥ v.dfsNum then

. v is an articulation point

separating w

if v ∈

/ ArticulationP ointList then

Add v to ArticulationP ointList

v.connectivity ← 2

else

v.connectivity ← v.connectivity + 1

B ← Create Biconnected Component(S, v, w)

Add B to v.blocks

else if w.dfsLevel &lt; v.dfsLevel − 1 then

. (v, w) is a back edge

v.low ← min(v.low, w.dfsNum)

Push(S, (v, w))

procedure Create Biconnected Component(S, v, w)

input: S - the stack of visited edges, v and w are vertices where w is a child

of v

Create a new biconnected component C

while Top(S) 6= (v, w) do

. retrieve all edges in the component

(u1 , u2 ) ← Pop(S)

Add (u1 , u2 ) to C

Add Pop(S) to C

. add (v, w) to C

return C
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procedure Create Blocks Tree(R)

input: R - the root node of the blocks tree

if R is an articulation point then

for each block B ∈ R.blocks do

Add B to R.childNodes

B.parent ← R

Create Blocks Tree(B)

else

. R is a block

for each vertex v ∈ R do

if v is an articulation point and v 6= R.parent then

Add v to R.childNodes

v.parent ← R

Create Blocks Tree(R)



procedure Find Subtree With Min AP Connectivity

input: TB - the blocks tree, AP List - list of articulation points

output: the subtree with minimum total connectivity of articulation points

v ← root of TB

while |v.childN odes| = 1 do

v ← v.childN odes[0]

for each node u ∈ v.childN odes do

T ← the subtree rooted in u

T.totalConnectivity ← 0

for each articulation point ap ∈ AP List do

if ap ∈ T then

T.totalConnectivity ←

T.totalConnectivity + ap.connectivity

return arg minT T.totalConnectivity
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procedure Block Subtree(T, r, a)

input: T - the subtree to be blocked, r - the range of the robot’s sensor, a

- the angular resolution of the robot’s sensor

c ← root of T

if c is an articulation point then

{Place guards within the sensing range from c}

for each vertex v ∈ Nr,a (c) do

if v ∈ T then

Place a guard at v

{Keep one cell free of guards in the other subtrees}

B ← c.parent

for each articulation point ap ∈ B.childN odes do

if ap 6= c then

Place a guard at ap

v ← a vertex in

{u|u ∈ ap.descendants and u ∈ N1,a (ap)}

Mark v as free of guards

else

ap ← c.parent

{Place guards within the sensing range from ap}

for each vertex v ∈ Nr,a (ap) do

if v ∈ c then

Place a guard at v

for each block B ∈ ap.childN odes do

if B 6= c then

{Keep a cell within the sensing range safe}

v ← a vertex in



. c is a block



{u|u ∈ B.descendants and u ∈ N1,a (ap)}

Mark v as free of guards

{Place guards at the top articulation points in B}

for each ap0 ∈ B.childN odes do

Place a guard at ap0

{Keep a cell within the sensing range safe}

if r &gt; 1 then

v ← a vertex in {u|u ∈ ap0 .descendants

and u ∈ N1,a (ap0 )}

Mark v as free of guards
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procedure Create Articulation Points Tree(v)

input: v - the articulation point at the root node

for each block B in v.blocks do

for each articulation point p in B do

if p 6= v then

Add p to v.childNodes

p.parent ← v

Create Articulation Points Tree(p)



procedure Place Guards At Subtree(T, c, AP List, k)

input: T - the subtree, c - connectivity level, AP List - list of articulation

points, k - number of guards to place

globals: g - number of guards placed so far

for each articulation point ap ∈ AP List do

if ap ∈ T and ap.connectivity = c and not ap.keepF ree then

Place a guard at ap

g ←g+1

if g = k then exit



procedure Place Guards At AP Tree(TA , c, k)

input: TA - articulation points tree, c - connectivity level, k - number of

guards to place

2:

v ← TA .root

3:

while there is any articulation point with connectivity c left without a

guard do

4:

if Place Guards(v, c, k) then exit

1:
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procedure Place Guards(v, c, k)

input: v - a vertex in the articulation points tree, c - connectivity level, k

- number of guards to place

output: A flag that indicates whether there are any more guards to place

globals: g - number of guards placed so far

if v.allDescendantsContainGuards then

if not v.containsGuard and v.connectivity = c and v not marked

as free of guards then

Place a guard at v

v.containsGuard ← true

g ←g+1

if v.parent 6= null then

{update allDescendantsContainGuards in v’s ancestors}

Update Vertex(v.parent)

if g = k then return true

else

for each w in v.childN odes do

if Place Guards(w, c, k) then return true

return f alse



procedure Update Vertex(v, c)

input: v - the given vertex, c - connectivity level

v.allDescendantsContainGuards ← true

for each w in v.childN odes do

if w.connectivity = c and not w.containsGuard or not

w.allDescendantsContainGuards then

v.allDescendantsContainGuards ← f alse

return

if v.parent 6= null then

Update Vertex(v.parent, c)
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procedure Find Vertex Cuts(G, L, k)

input: G - the graph representing the environment, LB - the list of blocks,

k - the size of the vertex cut

Create a new list of vertex cuts C

for every block B ∈ LB do

GB ← subgraph of G induced by the nodes in B

F ← list of nodes in B that don’t contain guards

for every subset S of k nodes in F do

Find the connected components in GB − S by running DFS

n ← the number of connected components

if n &gt; 1 then

Add the subset S to C

S.connectivity ← n

return C



procedure Place Guards At Vertex Cuts(G, LB , g)

input: G - the graph representing the environment, LB - the list of blocks,

g - the number of guards to place

n←0

. the number of guards placed so far

k←2

. the current cut size

while n &lt; g do

LC ← Find Vertex Cuts(G, LB , k)

Sort the vertex cuts in LC first by their connectivity and then by

their spread (both in descending order)

for each vertex cut C ∈ LC do

for each vertex v ∈ C do

Place a guard in v

n←n+1

if n = g then exit

k ←k+1
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